
This Week in Class 
Week of:   3/18/19 
  
What are we learning this week?  
  
Monday:   "Cells and the Definition of Life” notes; Add “Cells”vocabulary to 
Word Bank; ”Quizlet” Cells Vocabulary practice 
 
 Tuesday:   "Multicellular/Unicellular" lesson  
        
Wednesday:   "Prokaryotic/Eukaryotic Cell" Explore Activity and Notes 
 
 Thursday:  Bill Nye “Cells” video with listening questions 
 
Friday:  Mystery Photo Friday; Microscope Introduction (labeled diagram) 
 

 
 Learning Resources . . . what websites, videos, 

materials will be helpful? 
  
  
Science Objective:   
 Organisms and Environments.  The student knows all organisms are classified 
into Domains and Kingdoms. Organisms within these taxonomic groups share 
similar characteristics which allow them to interact with the living and 
nonliving parts of their ecosystem.  The student is expected to:  
  
6.12 A: understand that all organisms are composed of one or more cells. 
  
6.12 B: recognize that the presence of a nucleus determines whether a cell is 
prokaryotic or eukaryotic.  
 
   
"Quizlet" Website: Students can practice Unit Vocabulary through games url: 
www.quizlet.com; in the "search quizlet" box type in mrsnulisch to access set 
for some Science Vocabulary. in the "search quizlet" box type  in mrsnulisch, 
then study sets, click on Users, then 9 sets. This will show you all sets. 
 



  
Nulisch Web Page:  There is a link titled "Science Instructional Videos" that 
will be updated regularly with videos to help clarify, explain the current 
concepts students are learning. Please use these as a resource. 
  
Additional Resource:   
Students can also use Science Notebook Word Bank to study the Vocabulary 
for many units.  
                     
                
Planning ahead... What are the upcoming assignments, 

projects, tests, etc. for which students should plan? 
  
Study Resources available to help prepare for the next Unit test: 
  
Science Instructional videos (on web page) - ”Cell, Cells…” Rap video, 
“Prokaryotic vs. Eukaryotic Cells” video, “They Might Be Giants - Cells” 
video 
 
Cells/Taxonomy Assessment : 4/12/19 
  
  
  
 


